Welcome to the TTC Agent Academy, a fun and interactive e-learning program designed just for our agent partners. Working together, growing together and winning together—for success.

**WHAT IS IT?**
Simple and easy to use e-learning courses designed to make your job effortless and more profitable.

**WHAT WILL I GET OUT OF IT?**
Happy customers mean more sales and repeat bookings. More knowledge and skills equal greater sales and profitability. Be a recognised expert and earn industry leading commissions, exclusive offers and discounts.

**WHAT WILL I LEARN?**
Find out what makes TTC unique and how each brand is easy to sell.

**WHAT’S NEXT?**
This is just the first step in our journey of learning together and winning together—for continued success. **Start now—look out for course 1 landing in your inbox.**

**TTC AGENT ACADEMY COURSE LIBRARY:**

**Trafalgar**
1. The Trafalgar difference - ‘Simply the Best’
2. Converting opportunities into success
3. Travel trends and why every consumer is unique

**Uniworld**
1. Why Uniworld?
2. Uniworld destinations & itineraries
3. Uniworld ships

**Insight Vacations**
1. Intro to Insight Vacations
2. Understanding ‘The Insight Difference’
3. Exploring our travel styles

**Contiki**
1. Introduction to Contiki
2. Europe with Contiki
3. Asia with Contiki

**BE PART OF IT. JOIN TTC ON A JOURNEY TO NEW KNOWLEDGE AND EFFORTLESS SALES.**
**VISIT TTC.COM/AGENTACADEMY**